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Couchmaster© CYBOSS to be released 
today 

Introduction to the biggest, comfiest and most spacious Couchmaster®  
of all time 

 
Bergisch Gladbach, 11/16/2022 - Today, nerdytec announced their brand new product, 
the Couchmaster® CYBOSS. Available right now on the U.S. market, it can be purchased 
at nerdytec.com and on Amazon. 

The Couchmaster® CYBOSS brings back much beloved features from the Couchmaster® 
CYBOT, not only enlarged but also improved. These include an expanded support 
surface for notebooks of all sizes, more storage room for your gaming and home office 
accessories and significantly bigger cushions for an even more comfortable seat on 
your living room couch. 

More space for the user and their accessories 

Due to its enormously enlarged seating area and support surface, the new 
Couchmaster® CYBOSS is perfect for all body types and supports even the most 
creative of seating positions. The black cushions, covered with a soft washable fabric, 
have also been extended. Pockets sewn onto both sides of the cushions now allow for 
more space to stow away snacks, gadgets or remotes. 

 
In addition, favorite drinks can now be placed into a practical fixed cup holder which 
provides a safe space for beverages of all sizes. 
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Sustainable materials and a greater flexibility 

The Couchmaster® CYBOSS’ extra-large surface area is made of sustainable bamboo 
and colored in black with a water-based dye. To obtain the highest possible cooling 
performance, a large ventilation grille is embedded in the center of the board, keeping 
CPUs and GPUs chilled at all times. 
 
In addition, the new alignment of the ventilation grille allows the user to customize a 
personal gaming or working space - no matter if left- or right-handed - offering the 
greatest possible comfort to all users. 

Now available at the nerdytec store 

As of now, the Couchmaster® CYBOSS is available for $175 through nerdytec’s online 
shop and on Amazon. 
 
More information on the Couchmaster® CYBOSS and other products by nerdytec can 
be found at nerdytec.com or on social network channels such as Instagram, Facebook, 
TikTok and LinkedIn. 
 
The press kit including pictures and review guides for the Couchmaster® CYBOSS can 
be found here. 
 
 
About nerdytec 

nerdytec was founded in 2011 by Roman Jean Charles Jakob and Chris Mut in Bergisch Gladbach, Germany. As 
passionate gamers themselves, they were tired of playing computer games at uncomfortable desks. Thus, they 
developed a product to conquer the territory of console gamers: the couch. 

This idea led to the first ergonomic Couchmaster® and evolved into the best-selling patented Couchmaster® CYCON². 
With the innovative Couchmaster® CYWORX and Couchmaster® CYBOT, the Bergisch Gladbach-based start-up has 
taken up the fight against classic home office desk chairs. nerdytec has made it its business to revolutionize both 
PC/console gaming and home office working. We are passionate about developing and optimizing new innovations, all 
of which are made by gamers for gamers. 

 


